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Abstract--In this paper we study SIS epidemic models with the vaccine efficacy and waning. 
First, continuous vaccination to both newborns and susceptible individuals is considered. In this 
case, a backward bifurcation leading to bistability possibly occurs, and global dynamics are shown 
by compound matrices and geometric approaches. Second, we consider the impulsive vaccination to 
susceptible individuals, which is more realistic. The global stability of positive periodic infection- 
free solution is proved, further, by bifurcation theory; we obtain a supercritical bifurcation at the 
threshold for the period of pulsing. Lastly, we change constant incidence rate to a general periodic 
contact  rate due to seasonal variation; besides the global stability of disease-free equilibrium, we also 
show the existence of positive periodic solution with the help of the continuation theorem based on 
coincidence degree. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -G loba l  stability, Periodicity, Vaccine efficacy, Backward bifurcation, Compound ma- 
trices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In modeling disease transmission, it is often convenient to divide the population being considered 
into disjoint classes such as susceptible, exposed, infective and recovered individuals. In our 
paper, each individual of the population can be in one of three states: susceptible, infective, and 
vaccinated, with numbers at time t denoted by S(t), I(t), and V(t), respectively. Thus, the total 
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population level N(t)  = S(t) - t - l ( t )+V(t) .  The interplay of the vaccination strategy together with 
the vaccine fficacy and waning is studied. Vaccination is a commonly used method for controlling 
disease, e.g., pertussis, measles, or influenza. Mathematical models including vaccination aim at 
deciding on a vaccination strategy and at determining changes in qualitative behavior that could 
result from such a control measure [1,2]. We consider the continuous vaccination to newborns 
and susceptible individuals and the impulsive vaccination to susceptible individuals, respectively, 
in Sections 2 and 3. Pulse vaccination, i.e., by a vaccination effort that varies significantly and 
abruptly in time, provides a more natural description compared with continuous vaccination. 
Theoretical results showed that pulse vaccination strategy can distinguish from the conventional 
strategies in leading to disease eradication at relatively low values of vaccination [3,4]. Pulse 
vaccination has gained in prominence as a result of its highly successfully application in the 
control of poliomyelitis and measles throughout Central and South America [5,6]. Theories of 
impulsive differentiM equations are found in the books [7,8]. In recent years, their applications 
can be found in the domain of applied sciences [9-12]. 
Many infectious diseases in nature transmit hrough both horizontal and vertical modes. These 
include such human diseases as rubella, herpes implex, hepatitis B, and AIDS, etc. For human 
and animal disease, horizontal transmission typically occurs through direct or indirect physical 
contact with infectious hosts, or through disease vectors uch as mosquitos, ticks, or other biting 
insects. Vertical transmission can be accomplished through transplacental transfer of disease 
agents. Busenberg and Cooke [13] discussed a variety of disease that transmits both vertically 
and horizontally, and gave a comprehensive survey of the formulation and the mathematical 
analysis of compartment models that incorporate vertical transmission. In our paper, we assume 
a fraction of the offsprings of infected hosts are infected at birth, and hence the infected birth flux 
will enter Class I. Besides vertical transmission, in this paper, we study the effect of seasonal 
variation in the contact rate between susceptible and infectious individuals. Periodicity and 
other oscillatory behavior has been observed in the incidence of many infectious diseases uch as 
measles, chickenpox, and mumps, etc. For England and Wales reported ata for poliomyelitis 
incidence showed a regular oscillatory pattern with average period of four years [14]. Also regular 
oscillatory of disease incidence with average period of three years has been observed in patterns of 
measles outbreak in Baltimore, MD, U.S.A. [15]. However, deterministic epidemic models with a 
constant transmission rate predict oscillations of the disease which are transient and damp down 
to a steady state equilibrium level [16]. Hence in a deterministic model, a constant contact rate 
is not a realistic assumption. So in Section 4, we analyze the case of seasonal variation in the 
contact rate. 
The paper is arranged like this. In Section 2, we give an SIS epidemic model with continuous 
vaccination to newborns and susceptible individuals. Because the vaccination is not totally 
effective, then a backward bifurcation is possible for some parameters; in such a case, the basic 
reproduction umber is reduced below a certain threshold that is less than one in order to 
ensure that disease dies out. Previous investigations of the stability of subthreshold endemic 
states associated with backward bifurcations rely mainly on local results; we show the global 
dynamics by compound matrices and geometric approaches. These tools have been used for 
analyzing the epidemic models in which there exists only one unique endemic equilibrium [17,18]; 
however for our model, since the absence of a compact absorbing set, we construct a sequence 
of surface {~k}, which minimizes S relative to )-'~.(¢, D), such that ~t k C D, k = 1, 2, . . . ,  
t e [0, el. Based on the conclusion D+ tJzll _< -rlllzll, we preclude the existence of invariant closed 
curves, and thus deduce that each positive semitrajectory of considered system limits to a single 
equilibrium. In Section 3, pulse vaccination strategy is considered, which is applied every T period 
to the susceptible. Using the discrete dynamical system determined by the stroboscopic map, we 
obtain the exact periodic infection-fl'ee solution of the impulsive vaccination system (3.2) and the 
threshold for the period of pulsing, i.e., To. As long as the pulsing period ~- is no longer than the 
critical threshold, the disease will die out gradually, and the disease will become ndemic if ~" is 
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longer than 7c. Our results implies that the impulsive strategy is more natural and easier to be 
manipulated. In Section 4, motivated by the fact that the contact rates of many childhood iseases 
are often changed periodically with the seasonal variation, we replace the constant contact rate 
in Section 2 with a general continuous, bounded, positive periodic function and investigated the 
global stability of disease-free equilibrium and the existence of a positive periodic solution for the 
SIS epidemic model through the theory of coincidence degree. 
2. CONTINUOUS VACCINAT ION 
2.1. Mode l  Formulat ion  
A population of size N(t)  is partitioned into subclasses of individuals who are susceptible, 
infected, and vaccinated, with sizes denoted by S(t), I(t), and V(t), respectively. The sum 
S(t) + I(t) + V(t) is the total population N(t).  The natural birth rate and death rate are 
assumed to be identical and denoted by b > 0. We assume that a fraction p of the offspring from 
the infectious class are born into the infected I, the offspring from the susceptible and vaccinated 
classes are all susceptible individuals, of these newborns, a fraction c~ C [0,1] are vaccinated at 
birth. Consequently, the birth flux into the infectious class is given by pbI and into the susceptible 
class is given by (1 - a)(bN - pbI), of course, 0 _< p _< 1. On the other hand, the susceptible 
class is vaccinated with rate q. The force of infection is 13I/N, where/3 is the effective per capita 
contact rate of infective individuals and the standard incidence rate is f l IS /N .  For the contact 
between the infective and vaccinated, it is denoted by ( f lV I /N ,  ~ e [0, 1], where ~ represents he 
vaccine fficacy, when ( is zero, the vaccination is totally effective, and ~ equals one represent the 
vaccination is totally useless. In our paper, we let 0 < ( < 1. The infective individuals recover 
and reenter into susceptible class with rate ,k, and the vaccine protection wanes with rate 0 > 0. 
Influenza is among the diseases for which our model is an approximation. Based on the above 
assumptions, we have the following SIS epidemic model with vaccination: 
f lS I  
:~ = (1 - a)(bN - pbI) + M + OV 
N 
ZS I  (~v I  (b + h)I, 
] = pb I + --ff- + - - - f f -  - 




Since the natural birth rate and death rate are the same and the disease is assumed not to inflict 
death on the infected host, so the total population density is constant, without loss of generality, 
we let N(t)  = 1. Thus, system (2.1) can be reduced as the following: 
:~ = (1 - a)(b - pbI) + h i  + OV - f lS I  - (b + q)S, 
= pbI + 13SI + (~VI  - (b + h)I, 
= a(b - pbI) + qS - ¢13VI - (b + O)V, 
(2.2) 
which is equivalent to 
= (1 - - pb I )  + h i  + 0(1  - S - I )  - pS I  - (b + q)S ,  
= pb[ + 13SI + (~(1 - S - I ) I  - (b + h)I, 
V=I -S - I .  
(2.3) 
Let F = {(S, I )  S, I >_ O, 0 <_ S + I <_ 1}, which is invariant set under nonnegative initial 
conditions. 
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2.2. Equ i l ib r ia  and  Loca l  S tab i l i ty  
Corresponding to I = 0, system (2.2) always exists the disease-free equilibrium 
~(1-a)b+O ba+q 
xo~E = (so~E, 0, YorE) = \ b-+-~ ~- q ' o, b -~ ¥ q / " 
The endemic equilibrium XEE P = (S*, I*, 1 -- S* - I*) must satisfy 
pb +~S + ~f~(1 - S -  I) - (b + A) = O, 
(1 - a) (b  - pb I )  + A I  + 0(1 - S - I )  - ~S I  - (b + q)S  = O. 
Eliminating S from (2.4), we see that I* satisfies 
(2.4) 
AI  ~ + B I  + C = 0, (2.5) 
where 
A = -¢82, 
B = ~(~ + (1 - ()pba + bp( - ((b + A + q) - (b + 0)), 
C = (1 - ¢)~((1 - a)5 + O) - (b + 0 + q)((1 - p)b - ~ + A). 
So the number of positive solutions of equation (2.5) is possibly zero, one, or two. If there 
exist two positive roots, the smaller is I*ma = ( -B  + x/B 2 - 4AC)/2A, and the larger is Ii*ar = 
( -B  - x/B 2 -  4AC)/2A. Correspondingly, endemic equilibria are denoted by X[~,  X~p,  
respectively. 
One of the most important concerns about any infectious disease is its ability to invade a 
population. Then the basic reproduction number should be mentioned. The basic reproduction 
number, denoted R0, is the expected number of secondary cases produced, in a completely sus- 
ceptible population, by a typical infective individual. If Ro < 1, then on average an infected 
individual produces less than one new infected individual over the course of its infectious period, 
and the infection cannot grow. Conversely, if R0 > 1, then each infected individual produces, on 
average, more than one new infection, and the disease can invade the population. In paper [19], a 
precise definition of basic reproduction number is presented for a general compartmental disease 
transmission model based on a system of ordinary differential equations. That is, R0 is defined 
as the spectral radius of the next generation matrix FV -1 (V -1 is the inverse matrix of V), i.e., 
Ro = p(FV-1),  the meanings of denotation are the same as paper [19]. For our model (2.2), 
F ~- ~(SDF E -[- ~VDFE) , V : b(1 - p) + )~, then 
R0 = Z(SOFE + 4Vo~E) = Z((1 - ~)b + 0 + ;(b~ + q)_) 
b (1 -p)  +A (b (1 -p)+A) (b+O+q)  
Using the linearized system of (2.3) at disease-free equilibrium XDFE, we easily know XDFE 
is locally asymptotically stable if R0 < 1, and XDrE is unstable if R0 > 1; further, by LaSalle's 
invariance principle [20], XDFE is globally asymptotically stable under the condition ~/(b(1 -
p) + A) < 1, that is, R0 < SDFE -[- ~VDF E : ((1 - a)b + 0 + ~(ba + q))/(b + 0 + q); in this case, 
XDFE is the only equilibrium of system (2.3), because the first equation of system (2.4) has no 
solution if ~/(b(1 -p )  + A) < 1. Endemic equilibrium exists only when fl/(b(1 -p )  + A) > 1. For 
endemic equilibrium XEE p -~ (S*,/*, 1 -S*  - I * ) ,  the Jacobi matrix at XEEp is 
[-(O + b + q) - flI* -pb(1 -  o~) ÷ A - O - j3S* ] 
JIx~Ep = [ (1 - ~)~I* -¢~I*  ' 
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so tr(JtXEE e) <: 0, det(JIxE~ P) -- -B I*  + 2~fl 2 (1")2. Incorporating I* satisfies equation (2.5), we 
obtain det(glx~.~e) -- -A( I*)  2 + C. If there exist two distinct endemic equilibria X~,  Y]~ ~EEP,  
and R0 < 1, then det(JIx~%~) < 0 and det( J ]x~p) > 0, thus X~,~ is unstable, X~p and XDFE 
are all locally asymptotically stable, and this implies that bistability phenomenon appears; in 
other words, backward bifurcation appears in the case. Due to the appearance of backward 
bifurcation, R0 < 1 is not sufficient o control the spread of disease, a stable endemic state may 
exist even when R0 < 1, and R0 must be reduced below the leftmost point on the bifurcation 
curve for which an endemic equilibrium exists, P~, sometimes called the minimum transition 
value [21]. Mathematical speaking, when a backward bifurcation occurs and R~) < Ro < 1, 
there are at least three equilibria, the stable disease-free equilibrium, a larger stable endemic 
equilibrium, and a smaller unstable ndemic equilibrium which acts as a boundary between the 
basins of attraction for the two stable equilibria. When R0 > 1, there exists only one endemic 
equilibrium. 
2.3. Global  Dynamics  
At first,we give some preliminaries on the geometric approach to global dynamics [22-24]. Let B 
be the Euclidean unit ball in ~2, and let/~ and OB be its closure and boundary, respectively. 
Letting Lip(X ~ Y) denote the set of Lipschitzian functions from X to Y, a function ~, E 
Lip(/~ ~ D) is a simply connected rectifiable surface in D c ~n. A function ¢ • Lip(0B ~ D) 
is a closed rectifiable curve in D and is called simple if it is one-to-one. Let E(¢, D) = {~ • 
Lip(/~ --* D) : ~loB = ¢}. If D is an open, simply connected set, then E(¢, D) is nonempty for 
each simple closed rectifiable curve ~b in D. Let II.l[ be a norm on ~(~). A function ,.q on surface 
in D is defined as follows: 
where u = (ul,u2), u ~-~ ~(u) is Lipschitzian on/~, the wedge product ov A °--v-- is a vector Oul Ou2 
in ~ ), and P is an (~) × (2) matrix such that ][P-I N is bounded on ~(/~). The following result 
follows from the development in [22] and [24]. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that ¢ is a simple closed rectitiable curve in ~.  Then there exists 5 > 0 
such that 
S~>_5 
for all ~ • E(¢, ~) .  
Let x H f(x) • ~ be a C 1 function for x in a set D C ~'~. We consider the autonomous 
equation in ~ 
dx 
d--t = f(x). (2.7) 
For any surface ~, the new surface ~t is defined by qot(u) = x(t, ~(u)). If ~t(u) is reviewed as a 
function of u, ~t(u) is a time t map determined by system (2.7). If ~t(u) is viewed as a function 
of t, ~ot(u) is the solution of (2.7) passing through the initial point (0, ~(u)). The right-hand 
derivative of S~t, denoted D+S~t is defined by 
D+S~t = f lim l(] lz + hQ(~t(u))z[[ - [[zH)du, (2.8) 
J/~ h--~0+ 
where the matrix Q = pfp-1  - paf[2]p-1 Here Pf is the directional derivative of P in the 7'- b-~ 
direction of the vector field f, -~z [21 is the second additive compound matrix of o°-~z, and z -- 
p .  / 'o~ o_~ \OUl A au2) is a solution to the differential equation 
dz 
d-t -- Q(~ot(u) )z. (2.9) 
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Then, the right-hand derivative D+B~ is expressed as 
D+B~, =/~ D+IIzH du. 
For an n × n matrix,4 = [a,A, t~  ~on~ a~ditiv~ ~o~po~ ~at~ AI21 is the (~) × (~) matrix 
defined as follows. For any integer i = 1 , . . . ,  (2), let (i) = (Q,iu) be the ita member in the 
lexicographic ordering of integer pairs (il, i2) such that 1 < i~ < i 2 _~ n. Then the element in the 
/-row and j-column of A [2] is 
ail i  1 + ai~i~, 
(-1)r+~ai~1,, 
0, 
if (j) = (i); 
if exactly one entry i~ of (i) does not 
occur in (j) and j~ does not occur in (i); 
if neither entry from (i) occurs in (j). 
For example, in the case n = 2: (1) = (1,2), A [21 = all  +a22 =trA ,  in the case n = 3: 
(1) = (1, 2), (2) = (1, 3), and (3) = (2, 3), thus 
A [2] = | a32 a l l  + a3s hi2 . 
J [. --a31 a21 a22 + a33 
Let us come back to our system (2.3). If we set D = {(S, I) [ S > 0, I > 0, S+I  < 1}, P = 1/I, 
then Q = - (b  + 0 + q +/3/(1 + ()), where of [2] = - ( (2  -p)b+O+q+ ),) +~(S+(V-  (1 + () I) .  
For z -- z(t) e ~, let [[z[[ = [z[, thus D+[Iz[] < - (b  + ~ + q + ~3I(1 + ())lz] <_ -(b + ~ + q)[z I. 
Denote ~/a_ b + 0 + q, then D+[Iz[[ < -~/[[zl[ , which deduce D+S~, < -~f~ [[z[f du = -~/S~t, so 
Spt _< £~e -'~ if ~ c D for all t, thus iimt--,oo B~t -- 0. In papers [17,18], the geometric approach 
is applied to demonstrate the global stability of a unique equilibrium, a compact absorbing set 
exists, a surface remains in D for all time. But for our model (2.3), bistability will possibly 
exhibit, for this case, such a compact absorbing set will not exist, then a surface may not remain 
in D for all time. For these reasons, we will consider the following sequence of surface {~} in 
Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ¢ be a simple closed curve in D. There exist ~ > 0 and a sequence of surface {~k} 
that minimize S given by (2.6) relative to ~(¢,  D) such that ~k C V for all k = 1, 2,... and a11 
t c [0, ~] 
PROOF. Let ~ = (1/2)min{I  : (S, I) E ¢}, it is easy to know ~ > 0. Based on the fact that the 
inequality _t(t) > - (b  + A)I always holds in D, we see there is an e > 0 such that, if a solution 
satisfies I(0) _> ~, then it remains in D for t C [0, e]. Thus we only need to prove there exists a 
sequence {~k}, such that it minimizes S relative to ~"~(¢, D), where/9 = {(S, I) 6 D : I _> ~)}. 
For ~ = (S(u), I(u)) e Z(¢ ,  D), define a new surface ~(u) = (g(u),  i (~))  as follows: 
{ ~(u), if/(~) __ ~, 
~(u) = (S(u),~), if I(u) < ~ and S(u) + ~ < 1, (2.10) 
(1-~,~) i f / (u )<~andS(u)+~>l .  
From the above definition of ~b(u), it is not dimcult to know #(u) e ~(¢ ,  D). Next we will prove 
o~ (1/I) (o°--~? A ~ $~<-$~°'SinceB~=fB (1/I)'(o.~Ao.2)lduandB~=f~ " a,,~) du, 
o~ o~ ~ n 3-~u2 OS OI OS OI 
Ou---; A ~ = 0/ ) O~ = Oui Ou2 Ou20ul' 
we compare ~ A ~ with ~ A ~ in the three eases. 
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Oul O~ I °--~- A °3"~u2 " CASE 1. If I(U) >_ ~. For this case, T = 0, so o g A ~ = 0ul 
CASE 2. If I(u) < ~, and S(u) + ~ < 1. Then ~5(u) = (S(u), ~), 
OS aS 
A = o 
o_¢_. o°-~ A ~.  Namely, o*` °--~ A o~ -< o*` 5 
CASE 3. If I(u) < ~ and S(u)+(  > 1. Then ~(u) = (1 - ~,~), ~ A ~ = 0. We also obtain 
On2 Oul ~ " °--g-A < A C~*` 1 
0.` 1 ~Ou~ ~0,,1 ~ S~ < Incorporating the above three cases, we deduce ~ A < A and _ $~o. 
Let {~0 k} be a sequence minimizing 8 relative to ~(¢ ,  D), {~3 k} is defined as (2.10). Denote 
~1 -~ limk__+~ S~ k = inf{S~b : ~ e ~(¢ ,  D)), and ~ & limk--+oo 8~o k = inf{Sqo : ~o e ~(~b, D)}. 
From S~ k < S~o k we know 51 < 5; on the other hand, }-'](~b, D) c ~(¢ ,  D), so fil _> 5, it implies 
51 = ~. That is, limk--+oo S~b k = 5 = inf{Sq5, ~5 E Y](¢, D)}, i.e., {~b} minimizes S relative to 
E(¢,b). 
Based on above Lemma 2.1 and D+llzll < -nt lz l l ,  we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Any omega limit point o[ system (2.3) in the interior olD is an equilibrium, and 
so each positive semitrajectory ofsystem (2.3) in D limits to a single equiIibrium. 
PROOF. Since D+]lz H < -rTI]z]l, z e ~, and for the sequence {~o k} in Lemma 2.1, we deduce 
S~ <_ S~oke -~ < ,5~ k, so there exists k0 such that ,.q~o~ ° < 5, which implies that the boundary 
of qo k° is not ~b. Therefore the simple closed curve ~b is not invariant; in other words, invariant 
closed curves are precluded, including periodic orbits, homoclinic orbits, and heteroclinic cycles. 
On the other hand, Pugh's closing lemma [25] precludes the existence of nonconstant nonwan- 
dering points, so any omega limit point of system (2.3) in the interior of D is an equilibrium. 
Let 7 be a positive semitrajectory in D with omega limit set ~t. There are two cases. 
CASE 1. ~ intersects the interior of D. Since system (2.3) has a finite number of equilibria, 
there are only a finite number of points in the interior of D which can be in ~. As D is bounded, 
fl must be connected. Thus, ~t must consist of a single equilibrium. 
CASE 2. ~ is contained in the boundary OD of D. Since omega limit sets are invariant, fl must 
be contained in the largest invariant subset of OD, and {XDFE} is the only invariant subset of OD, 
SO ~'~ --- {XDFE }. The proof is completed. 
REMARK 2.1. From Theorem 2.1, we easily claim that, if system (2.3) has no endemic equilib- 
rium, then all solutions will limit to the disease-free equilibrium XDFE; if there are two endemic 
sma ylar and R0 < 1, then depending on the initial values, the solutions to sys- equilibria XEEP, "~EEP, 
tern (2.3) either tend to X~p or to XDFE; if R0 > 1, then under the initial condition I(0) > 0, 
the solutions of system (2.3) will limit to the unique endemic equilibrium XEEP. 
3. IMPULS IVE  VACCINAT ION 
In Section 2, we have considered the continuous vaccination to the susceptible, but in fact, 
vaccination strategy is often applied every r period (r is a positive constant). That is, vaccination 
is impulsive, so the expression qS in system (2.1) is set to zero and is presented in pulses; we 
have the following impulsive differential equations: 
=(1 -a ) (bN-pb I )+AI+OV /3SI bS, 
N 
¢iWI (b+ 
] =pbx+ + -7 -  - 
~z = a(bN _ pb I )  ¢3VI (b + O)V, 
N 
(3.1) 
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S (nT +) = (1 -- q)S (nT-) , 
v = v (n<)  + qS (n<), 
where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  other denotations are the same as system (2.1). 
only need to consider the following system: 
(3.1) (cont.) 
Similarly as before, we 
= (1 - a)(b -pbI)  + M+ 0(1 - S - I) - ~SI  - bS, 
= pbI + flSI + ~flI(1 - S - I) - (b + A)I, t --fl n~', 
S (nr +) = (1 -q )S  (n~'-), 
I (nv+)=I (n~' - ) ,  t=n~', 
(3.2) 
where 0 < q < 1. We are concerned about the meaningful domain: {(S, I, V) I S, I, V _> O, 
s+i+v=l}.  
3.1. Periodic Infection-Free Solution and Its Stability 
We first demonstrate he existence of an infection-free solution, in which infectious individuals 
are entirely absent from the population permanently, i.e., I(t) = O, t >_ O. Under this condition, 
the growth of susceptible individuals must satisfy 
S=(1-~)b+O-(O+b)S, tCn~, 
S (nr +) = (1 -- q)S (wr-) ,  t = nT. 
(3.3) 
We show that the susceptible population S oscillates with period r, in synchronization with the 
periodic pulse vaccination. It is easy to obtain the solution of the first equation in (3.3) 
S(t)= (1 -a )b+O ( (1 -a )b+O)  b+O + ~qnr b+O e -(b+°)(t-nr), nT < t < (n+l)~'; 
here, Sr~r is the number of susceptible population immediately after the n th vaccination pulse 
at time t = nr. Using the second equation of system (3.3), we deduce the following discrete 
equation: 
S(n+l ) r - -9 (Sn~)=(1-q) ( (1 -c~)b+O ÷ Snr (1-c~)b+O)b÷O e-(b+O)r)" (3.4) 
The discrete equation has the unique positive fixed point 
S*  = (1 - q ) ( (1  - a)b + O) (1 - e - (b+o)~)  
(b + O) (1 - (1 - q)e-(b+o)'~) 
The fixed point S* implies that there is a corresponding cycle of period ~- in the susceptible 
population, i.e., 
~(t ) (1 -o~)b+O(  (1 -a )b+O)  b+O + S* ?'-~-0 e-(b+°)(t-nr), n~-<t<: (n+l)T.  (3.5) 
When n = O, 
S ( t ) -  (1 - oz)b+ 0 ( (1 -oOb+ 0 ) 
b + O + S* b + O e -(b+°)t, t~(O,r] .  
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For the stability of (S(t), 0), let us first consider its local stability. The linearized equations 
corresponding to system (3.2) read 
s (n .÷)  = 
i (n ,+)  = 
-(O + b)s + ( - (1 -c~)pb+X-0- f lS ( t ) ) i ,  
( - (1 -p )b+(1-¢)~S( t )+¢f l - ;~) i ,  tenT ,  
(1  - -  q)s (n~--), 
i t = 
Denote 
A(t)~= [ - (0 :  b) ] o [1,0] 
- (1  - p)b + (1  - ¢ ) /3S( t )  + ¢~ - ~ ' 0 " 
We obtain the monodromy matrix M(T) of linearized equations as follows: 
M( r )  = Be f2 A(t) dt 
-= 0 exp(pbT + fl(1 -- ¢) S(t) dt + (¢~ - b - )~)'r) ' 
there is no need to calculate the exact form of * as it is not required in the analysis that follows. 
The Floquet multipliers are defined as the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix M(T), i.e., 
#1 = (1 -- q)e -(b+°)', ~2 = exp(pb'r + ~(1 - ¢) f2 S(t) dt + (eft - b - ,~)~-). Clearly, #1 < 1, so the 
stability of (S(t), 0) is decided by whether #2 < 1. The infection-free solution (S(t), 0) is locally 
stable if 
[ "  b(1 - p) - eft + _I S(t) dt < 
Jo - ¢) 
Substituting fo ~ dt into above expression, we obtain 
f l (1-¢)( (1-c~)b+O) ( q(e(b+°) ' - l )  ) pb+¢~ 
(b+ )~),(b+O) T-- (b - I - -O i~ ' ; - - - ' i  ~-q) + -b-+-~ <1.  
Denoting the left of the above inequality as/~o, then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose b(1-p) -  ¢~-t-,~ > 0, ff/~o < 1 then the periodic in[ecfion-[ree solution 
is 1ocMly asymptotically stable, otherwise, it is unstable,/~o = 1 is the critical value. 
REMARK 3.1. When/~0 = 1, in order to simplify/~0, we use Taylor expressions by reasonably 
assuming T << 1/(b + 0), neglecting higher order terms, we obtain Tc as follows, corresponding to 
/~0=1 
q(b(1 - p) - ¢~ + A) 
rc = 13(1 - ¢)((1 - a)b + O) + (b + O)((p - 1)b + eft - ),)' 
Theorem 3.1 gives the local stability of (S(t), 0). Further, we can prove its global stability. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose ,~ <__ 0, b(1 - p) + ), - ¢~ > 0, if/~0 < 1 then the periodic infection-free 
solution is globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. From system (3.2), we have S _< (1 - a)b + 0 - (0 + b)S, then we have the comparison 
system with pulse 
= (1 -  a)b+O-  (O+b)x, t ¢ nr, 
(3.6) 
x (n7 +) = (1 - q)x (nT-) ,  t = nT. 
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Further, we get the expression of unique positive periodic solution ~(t) for system (3.6) between 
pulses, which equals to the solution :~(t) of (3.3), with special initial value ~ = S* as before. 
Denote 
t? ~ (1 - q)e-(b+°) L H ~ (1 - q)((1 - ~)b + 0) (1 - e -(b+°)T) 
b+O 
and using the iteration x(,,+i)~ = g(x~T) step by step, where g is given by (3.4), we obtain 
x(n+x)T = M ( I  + z + +. . .  + + whore xo : > O, 
= H1 _ (~)?i+1 (H) n+' 
1 "H  + Xo, 
since 0 < / t  < 1, therefore lim~_.~ x(?i+i)T = H/(1 - / ) )  = ~, i.e., • is globally asymptotically 
stable. Thus, the periodic solution ~(t) of system (3.6) is globally asymptotically stable. Let x(t) 
be any solution of system (3.6) with initial value x0 = x(0 +) > 0. By the comparison theorem in 
impulsive differential equations, we know that for any solution (S(t), I(t)) of system (3.2) with 
initial values So = S(0 +) = xo, I0 = I(0 +) > 0, there exists a nonnegative integer mi such that 
the following inequality holds: 
S(t) < S(t) + el, nr < t < (n + 1)T, nr  > ml r. (3.7) 
So from the second equation of system (3.2), we know (3.7) implies 
](t) _<I ( (1 -  ¢)~ (S + el) + pb + ~ - (b  + A)), t > n~-, aT > ml?-. 
Then we consider the following comparison system with pulse: 
9( t )=y( (1 -~)~(S+ei )+pb+~-(b+A) ) ,  t#nr ,  
(3 .s )  
y(nT +) =y(n~-- ) ,  t=nT. 
Integrating system (3.8) between pulses (nv, (n + 1)~-], we have 
y(n+1)~----YnTeXp ((I-~')~(S-'~-gl) nLpb-l-~}~-- (b~¢" ~)) dt , 
~,] ?IT 
then using iteration step by step, we obtain 
( f ) YnT--yOexp ('/2-F I) ((m--~)~(~'+E1) Ar-pb'Ji-~l~-(b'{- ~) )dt  , (3.9) 
where yo = y(O +) > O. Since ~ < 1, i.e., ( I / r )  # ~ dt < (b(l - p) - ¢~ + a) /a ( l  - ¢), so we can 
choose 61 > 0 sufficiently small such that 
1 fo b(1 - p) - #~ + A 
T 
7 a(:[ - ¢) ' 
then we obtain lim?i_~ y(nT) = 0. Thus we know each solution of system (3.8) 
( f (  ( ) )) y(t )=y,  rexp (1-¢)/~ S+e i  +pb+¢f l - (b+A  dt , nT<t<_(n+l)% 
T 
trends to zero, i.e., l imt~ y(t) = 0. Correspondingly, we have limt--.~ I(t) = 0. Then, for 
any e2 > 0 (sufficiently small), there exists a nonnegative integer m2 > mi, such that I(t) < e2 
(t > rn2~- > mi T). 
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For the first equation of the system (3.2), we further have 
> (1 - a)(b - pbe2) - (b + O +/3e2)S + O + (A - O)e2. 
Similarly, we can deduce the unique positive equilibrium 2" = G/(1 -  G) is globally asymptotically 
stable, where 
G = (1 - q)((1 - a)b + 0 + (A - O)e2 - (1 - a)pbe2) (1 - e -(b+°+z'2)')  
b + 0 + ~e2 
= (1 - q)e -(b+°+~E~)r, 
and the corresponding periodic solution of comparison system 
S(t) = (1 - a ) (b -  pbe2) + 0 + (A -O)e2 (1 -e  -(b+°+~)(t-'~')) + 2e -(b+°+~)(t-n'), 
b + 0 +/3e2 
nr  < t < (n + 1)r, is globally asymptotically stable. 
Let z(t) be any solution of comparison system with initial values zo = z(0 +) > 0. By the 
comparison theorem of impulsive differential equations, we know that for any solution (S(t), I(t)) 
of system (3.2) with initial values So = S(0 +) = z0 > 0, I0 = I(0 +) > 0, there exists a 
nonnegative integer rna > rn2 > rnl, such that 
S(t) > ~(t) - 52, TiT < t _< (n --~ 1)9-, ng-> m37-. (3.10) 
Because q and e2 are sufficiently small, it follows from (3.7) and (3.10) that 
S( t ) -  (1 -a )b+O ( (1 -a )b+O)  b + 0 + S* b+O e -(b+°)(t-nr), rig- < t _< (n + 1)T, 
is globally attractive. Thus, infection-free solution (S(t), 0) is globally asymptotically stable. The 
proof is completed. 
3.2. Existence of Positive Periodic Solution of System (3.1) 
In this section, we use the impulsive bifurcation theory in [9] to study the existence of positive 
periodic solution. For the readers' convenience, we state it below: consider the system 
~2 
xl (ng- +) 
x2 (n9- + ) 
where F2(xl ,0) -= O2(xl,0) -0 ,  
= F l (~ l , z2 ) ,  
= F=(~I, x2), t # ~,  
=02(x l (ng- - ) ,x2(ng- - ) ) ,  t=ng-, 
01, 02 are two positive, suitably smooth functions. Suppose 
(3.11) 
has a stable ~-o-periodic solution denoted x~(t). Thus 4(t) = (x~(t),O) T is a trivial periodic 
solution of (3.11). Let ~(t) = (4h(t), ~2(t)) be the flow associated to the first two equations of 
system (3.11), we have X(t) = (xl(t),x2(t)) T = ~(t, Xo), 0 < t < 9-, where X0 = X(0), denoting 
xo = x,(0), then ((0) = (xo,O) T. 
:el = g(Xl) ~" F l (X l ,0) ,  $ ¢ n~', 
(3.12) 
Xl(ng-+) =e(xl(n<)) =el(x1,0), t=ng-, 
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We list the following notations we will use from [9]: 




0~1 (r0, Xo) _ 
(ao, 
~ = 1 - kS;[~, a~l ] (~-o, Xo), 
b'o = - \ ~x~ Ox2 + - - -b -~ ] (to, Xo), Ox2 
Xo) _ exp Oxl dr , 
Xo) _ exp cox2 
where ~'o is the root of d~ = 0, 
0Xl \ ~ ") exp OX2 
OX2OXl - - Jo~°exP(L  r°OF2('(r)) 
OX~ __ J:r° exp (L r° OF2(,(r)) 
ax2 
OX2 k 0ZIE~X2 ) ( 
• (LUexp (L u °qFl('(r))dr)~ 0-~I('(p)) ~exp (L  p 0F2((~(r))dr)dp ( du, 
OXl \-b-~x2 ') Ox2 
Of Ox2 Ox2 Ox2 ' 
o~l(ro,Xo) o~l(ro,  Xo) 
0 f  ' - 07 - ~s(~-o), 
B-  0202 (O~l (~Xo)  O~l(~'o, Xo) l OelO~l(7"o, Xo))  O~2(To, Xo) 
C~XlOX2 "Jr OXl at() OX 1 OT Ox 2 
o02 (o2~(~o,Xo) 02~2(,-o,Xo) 1 oe l  o~(~-o,Xo)) 
Ox2 \ 0¢0x2 + Ox2Oxl a' o Oxl O~ ' 
(b'oO<( o,Xo) Xo)) o (ro,Xo) 
C = - z ~  a, ° cox1 + Ox2 Ox2 
o2e~ (o~(~o,Zo) h ~ ~ oe~ b'o O~(~o,Zo) oe~ o~2(~o,Zo) 
- l . -Z - -Z7  - - _ _  OX2 k OX2 ] OX2 ao OX2aXl OX2 OX2 
THEOREM 3.3. (See [9].) If [1 - a~] < 1 and fo = O, then we have the following. 
(a) I f  BC 7~ O, then we have a bifurcation. Moreover, we have a bifurcation of a nontrivial 
periodic solution of (3.11) if BC < 0 and a subcriticaI case if BC > O. 
(b) If BC = O, then we have an undetermined case. 
Now let us go back to our system (3.2). Using the same notat ions as [9], we change S(t), I(t) 
into xl (t), x2(t), respectively, thus Fl(Xl, x2) = (1-a)(b-pbx2)+Ax2+O(1-xl-x2)-bxl-/3XlX2, 
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F2(z l ,  x2) = -(1-p)bz~+i3z~:c~+O3x2(1-zl-z2)-Xz~, 8t (x l ,  x ) = (1 -q )z~,  O2(z l ,  x~) = x~, 
( ( t )  = (x~(t) ,0)  r = (S( t ) ,0 )  T. From d~ = 0, it is easy to obtain ( l / to ) fo  ~° Sdt  = (b(1 -p )  - 
ff~ + X) /~(1 - ¢), i.e., 
~(I - <)((i - a)b + O) 
(b+A)T(b+O) 
q (e(~+°~ ~ - 1) '~ Vb + ¢~ 
r - (b + ~gZST + q) ) + -b T-A =1' 
so To is Tc in Section 3.1 making/~o = 1. 
We can calculate that 
! 
a o = 1 - (1 - q)e -(~+°)~° > 0, 
b~ = - (1 -q )  fj0 TM exp[ ( -0 -  b)(~-o- u)] [ - (1 -a )pb  +A-O-  j3S(u)] 
"exp(fo=(-(1-p)b÷(1-~)J3S(r)+( J3-)~) dr) du>O, 
@¢2(To, xo) 
= [ - ( i  - ; )b  + (1 - 0z~(~o)  + cz  - ~] 0¢0X2 
"exp( fo ' ° ( - (1 -p )b+( l -~) f l ' ( r )+~-A)dr )>O,  
02¢2(ro, Xo) ~° 
O~I(TO, Xo) S'(~o) ((1 - a)b + O)qe -(b+°)~° = -- > 0, Of 1 - (1 - q)e-(b+e) ~o 
O~(ro, Xo) ~o 
- -  io (/oo TM 
+ 1ro (exp  (1ro  ( - (1 -p )b+ (1 -¢) f iS ( r )+ ( f l -A )dr ) (1 -  ()fl 
(/o _ ) )) ( - (1  - p)b + (1 - ¢) /~(~) + ¢~ ),) d~- dh d~ ° eXp < 0, 
~ o_~ since ~ =l -q ,  =1,  =0,  =0,  so Ox~ Oz2 Ox~ Ox2 Ox~ 
( 02~2(zo, Xo) 
b' 02~2(ro, Xo) 02~b2(ro,Xo) C=2 o >0,  
a'o Oz iOz2 Oz~ 
02~2(%, Xo) 1 - q 0@1 (~-0, Xo)~ 
) < 0, OxlOx2 d o Or 
then BC < 0, so we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose A < 0, b(1 - p) + A - ~#~ < 0, system (3.2) _has a stable positive periodic 
solution which bifureates from t#o -= 1, i.e., when z is closing to To, there is a stable positive 
periodic solution of the system (3.2). 
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4. SEASONALLY  VARIABLE  CONTACT RATE 
In the previous section, we always assume the incidence rate is constant, but in fact, due 
to seasonal variation, the contact rate often oscillates in the transmission of disease, such as 
many childhood infectious diseases: measles, chickenpox, mumps, etc. How about the outcome 
brought about by seasonal contact rate? This is the main idea in this section. For system (2.1), 
the constant contact rate ~ is set to a function/3(t), which is a general continuous, bounded, 
positive, not identically zero, and periodic function with period T. Denote the average of ~(t) 
over one period as/3 = ( l /T ) f / f l ( t )d t .  Let the total population N(t) = 1, then system (2.2) 
can be rewritten as 
= (1 - a)(b - phi) + AI + OV - /3 ( t )S I  - (b + q)S, 
J = pbs + Z(t)ss + ¢fl(t)vs - (b + ~)s, (4.1) 
1/ = a(b - pbI) + qS - (/3(t)VI - (b + 0)12. 
4.1. Disease-Free Equilibrium and Its Global Stability 
When I(t) = O, the corresponding disease-fl'ee quilibrium (DFE) is 
which is the same as the disease-free equilibrium of system (2.2). Denote 
b(1 - p) + A = T b(1 - p) + A dt. (4.2) 
Our first result in the section is the global stability of the DFE. First of all, we need two 
preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose A < 8, de,  he S °° = limsupt~oo S(t), then S ° <_ SDFE. 
PROOF. From the first equation of system (4.2), we have 
<_ (1 -~)b+O-  (b+O+q)S. 
Integrating the above inequality over the interval [0, t], we find that 
S(t) <_ 
Given e :> 0, when t is large enough, IS(0) - SDFE]e -(b+e+q)t < e, thus, we deduce that S °° 
:~DFE + e. Since e can be chosen arbitrarily small, so S ~° _< SDFE. 
Similarly we can prove the following. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose A ~_ 8, de,he V ~ = limsupt__+ ~ V(t), then V ~ < I~rDF E. 
Now we show the global stability of disease-free equilibrium XDFE. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose A <_ O, if I{o < 1, then the disease-free quilibrium XDFE iS globally 
asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we know that given e > 0, there exists to - koT, with ko an 
integer, such that S(t) <_ SDFE -F ~, V(t)  ~ ~/DFE -F £, for all t ~ t 0. Thus, from the second 
equation of (4.1), we have 
) I(to + T) = I(to) exp 03(T)S(m) + ~( r )V(T )  -- (1 -- p)b - A) dr 
~d tO 
<_ I(to) + + + - - exp 
\ d l;o 
= I(to) exp ( ( (1 -  p)b + A)T ( /~o-1 + ( ]~2~p~ A j )  
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Denote k = exp(((1 - p)b + A)T(R0 - 1 + (1 + ~)e~/((1 - p)b + A))), and choose e sufficiently 
small, such that k < 1 when/~0 < 1. Thus we have I(to + T) <_ I(to)k. Repeating the above 
process, we find I(t0 + nT) < I(to + (n - 1)T)k <. . .  < I(to)k'L Furthermore, I(to + aT) ~ O, 
as n ~ oo. Choosing integer n such that n is the largest number satisfying to + nT  < t, so we 
can obtain 
(/,i ) I (t)  = I(to + nT) exp (/~(r)S(~-) + ¢fl('r)V(T) -- (1 -- p)b - A) dT" +aT 
([ ) < I(to + nT) exp ((1 + ()/~(Z) -- (1 -- p)b - A) &r . 
+aT 
t 
Since fto+,,T(1 +()/3(~-) d~- is bounded, denote the bound as m, then I(t)  _< I(t0 +nT)e  m = I(to + 
nT)M,  where M ~= em. For given e > 0, as long as n is large enough so that I(t0 + nT) < e/M, 
we can deduce that I(t)  < e for t large enough. So I(t) --* 0 as t --* oo. 
Incorporating Lemma 4.1 and I(t)  --+ 0, t -~ oo, we have S(t) < SDFE+e/2, I (t)  < e/2 when t is 
large enough, so V(t) = 1 -S( t ) - I ( t )  > 1--SDFE--e ---- VDFE--e. On the other hand, when t is large 
enough, V(t) < IYDFE + e, that is to say, Y(t)  ~ VDFE. As S(t) = 1 - I(t)  - V(t), we can obtain 
S(t) --* SDFE. Till now, we can deduce that the disease-free equilibrium XDFE = (SDFE, 0, IYDFE) 
is globally asymptotically stable. The proof is completed. 
4.2. Ex is tence  of  Pos i t i ve  Per iod ic  So lut ion  of  Sys tem (4.1) 
To obtain the existence of positive periodic solutions of system (4.1), we use the continuation 
theorem of Gaines and Mawhin [26]. We shall summarize a few results from [26] that will be 
basic for Section 4.2. 
Let X, Z be normed vector spaces, let L : DomL C X --* Z be a linear mapping, and let 
N : X ~ Z be a continuous mapping. The mapping L will be called a Fredholm mapping of 
index zero if dim Ker L = codim Im L < -t-oo and Im L is closed in Z. If L is Fredholm mapping 
of index 0, there exist continuous projectors P : X ~ X and Q : Z ~ Z such that ImP = KerL  
and ImL = KerQ = Im( I  - Q). It follows that nlDomLngerP : ( I  -- P )X  -* ImL  is invertible. 
We denote the inverse of that map by Kp. If f~ is an open-bounded subset of X, the mapping N 
will be called L-compact on ~ if QN(•) is bounded and Kp( I  - Q)N  : fi ~ X is compact. 
Because Im Q is isomorphic to Ker L, there exists an isomorphism J : Im Q --* Ker L. 
THEOREM 4.2. (Continuation theorem.) Let L be a Fredholm mapping of index 0 and let N be 
L-compact on ~. Suppose: 
(a) for each # E (0, 1), every solution x of Lx = #Nx is such that x ~ Of~; 
(b) QNx • 0 for each x C 0~2 N Ker L and deg{JQN, f~ f3 Ker L, 0} ~ 0. 
Then the equation Lx = Nx  has at least one solution Iying in Dom L r3 ~. 
Since the total population N(t)  = 1, we only consider the following system: 
i = pbI + fl(t)(1 - I - V ) I  + ¢~(t )V I  - (b + A)I, 
(4.3) 
= c~(b - pbI) + q(1 - I) - (b + 0 + q + (f l(t) I)V. 
By solving the second equation of system (4.3), we can easily verify that, under the special 
initial value 
fo T(c~b + q -- (c~bp + q)I(s))efo (b+°+q+¢~(r)l(r)) ds 
V'*(0) = efoT (b+O+q+¢~3(r)I(r)  d, _ 1 ' 
the corresponding solution of the second equation of system (4.3) 
V*(t) = e-  fg(b+0+q+~(.)/(.))d. V*(0) + (c~b + q - (~bp -k q ) I ( s ) ) J  o(b+°+q+¢z(')I(') a. ds 
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is a periodic function with period T if I(t) is a periodic function with period T. When I(~') = e ~ 
(u is a nonpositive real number), we denote V*(0), V*(t), respectively, as follows: 
rT  s u 
(ab + q - (~bp + q)e ~) [ ef~ (b+0+q+¢~ ~(~)) d~ ds 
¢(o, ~) ~- Jo 
e (b+O+q)T+¢e~T~ - -  1 
( I ) ~'(t,u) ~= e -f~(b+°+q+ie~z(~))dr V(O,u) ÷ (ab+q-  (abp+q)e u) eZ(b+O+q+¢e'~(r))drds • 
Substituting V*(t) into the first equation of system (4.3) gives 
i = I (pb+f l ( t )  - /~ I  - (1 - ¢)t3(t)V*(t) - (b + A)). (4.4) 
Hence, we will concentrate on the existence of the periodic solution of equation (4.4). We state 
it in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let/~0 > 1, if/~{ > (1-p)b+A, the equation pb+~(1-e  ") - (1 -¢ ) (1 /T ) f0  T p(t). 
V ( t, u) d t -  ( b + )~ ) = 0 has only one real root u* lying in the interval [ ln(~- ((1 - p) b + A)/~), ln(1 - 
((1 - p)b + A)/~)], then system (4.1) has at least one T-periodic positive solution. 
PROOF. Make the change of variable I(t) - expu(t) (u(t) ~ 0 due to I(t) < 1), then (4.4) can 
be reformulated as 
u(t) = pb + ~(t) - ~(t)e ~(~) - (1 - ~)Z(t)V*(t) - (b + ~). (4.5) 
We will construct he spaces and mappings needed in the continuation theorem and to prove the 
existence of periodic solution for equation (4.5). 
Let X = Z = {u(t) E C(N, ~- )  [u(t + T) = u(t)} (N- is the set of nonpositive real numbers), 
and define Ilu(t)l[ = maxte[0,T] lu(t)t. Then X and Z are Banach spaces under the norm I1' ]1. 
Let L : Dom L --* Z, with 
u(t) ~-~ it(t), u(t) e DomL = {u(t) e C 1 (~, ~- )  I u(t + T) = u(t)} C__ X. 
Nu(t) = pb + fl(t) - ~(t)e ~(t) - (1 - ~)fl(t) V*(t) - (b + )~). 
lf0r lf0r Pu(t) = ~ u(t) dt, u(t) e X, Qz(t) = ~ z(t) dt, z(t) e Z. 
Then, KerL  = ~-  and ImL = {z(t) E Z I f [ z ( t )d t  = 0}. Obviously ImL  is closed in Z, and 
dim(Ker L) = 1 = codlin(Ira L), so L is a Fredholm mapping of index 0. It is easy to show that P 
and Q are continuous projectors uch that ImP = KerL,  KerQ = ImL = Im( I -  Q). It follows 
that L IDom LnKer  P : (~r _ P)X  -~ Im L is invertible. Furthermore, the generalized inverse (to L) 
Kp : Im L --~ Dora L n Ker P reads as 
fo 1/o Z  Kpz(t) = z(s)ds - ~ z(s)dsdt.  
Thus, 
(pb + fl(t) - fl(t)e ~(t) - (1 - ~)fl(t)V* (t) - (b + A)) dt, QNu(t) 
~( I  - Q)N~(t )  = fo' (pb + ~(s)  - ~(s )e  "(~> - (~ - ¢ )~(s )V*(s )  - (b + ~)) ds 
F 1 f~ (pb + ~(~) - ~(s)e  ~(~) - (~ - ~)~(~)V*(~) - (b + ~)) ds dt 
- T Jo Jo 
_ (T_  1 )  ( fo  T (pb+j3( t ) -~( t )e~( t ) - (X - ( )~( t )V* ( t ) - (b+A) )dt .  
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Clearly, QN and Kp(I - Q)N are continuous. It is not difficult to show that Kp(I - Q)N(~) 
is compact for any open bounded ~2 C X by using Arzela-Ascoli theorem. Moreover, QN(f~) is 
obviously bounded. Thus, N is L-compact on f~ for any open bounded set f~ C X. The isomor- 
phism J of Im Q onto Ker L can be the identity mapping since Im Q = Ker L. 
Now we reach the point where we search for an appropriate open bounded subset ~ for the 
application of the continuation theorem. Corresponding to the operator equation Lu = #Nu, 
# e (0, 1), we have 
it(t) = ~ (pb +/3(t) - j3(t)e ~(t) - (1 - ()/3(t)V*(t) - (b + A)) . (4.6) 
Assume that u = u(t) c X is a solution of (4.6) for a certain # E (0, 1). Integrating (4.6) over 
the interval [0, T], we obtain 
fo T @(t)e ~'(t) + (1 - ~)#(t)V*(t)) dt = T (# - ((1 -p )b  + A)), 
which follows that 
T T 
fo lit(t)l dt = # ffo Pb + t3(t) - j3(t)e~(t) - (1 -  ~)#(t)V*(t) - (b + A) dt 
fo T rio T /3(t)e ~( t )  ,)#(t)V*(t) < IPb + fl(t) - b - AI dt + + (1 - dt 
<_ 2T~. 
Noting that u(t) e X, we see there exist ~, r/e [0, T] such that 
u(~) = min u(t), 
t~[O,T] 
Then by (4.7) and (4.9), we have 
that is, 
u(v) = u(t). 
t~[O,T] 
~o T T (~ - ((1 - p)b + A)) >__ /3(t)e ~(t) dt >_ e~(e)T~, 
u(~) _< In (1 ( l -p~b+A) .  
Therefore, 
u(t) <_ u(~) + [iz(t)[ dt 
_<ln(1 ( l -p )b+A)  + 2T/3 A H1. 
On the other hand, by (4.7) and (4.9), we also have 
f0 T (e u(v) ~)dt=(e  ~(') - , )T#,  T (f~ - ((1 - p)b + A)) <_ f l(t)  + 1 - -I- 1 
under the condition of Theorem 4.3, which yields 




(4 .10)  
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Thus, 
T P 
u(t) > u(v) - I (t)l dt 
__ > ln ( ( - (1 -P ) - -b+)~) -2T~&H2.  
It follows from (4.10) and (4.11) that 
(4.11) 
max lu(t)] < max{lH~[ , [HzI} & B~. 
tE[0,TI 
Clearly, Hi (i = 1, 2), B1 are independent of the choice of #. Take B = B1 + B2, where B2 > 0 
is taken sufficiently large such that B2 > I ln(~ - ((1 - p)b + A)/~)I = - ln(~ - ((1 - p)b + A)/~), 
and define 
= e x I I1 11 < B},  
It is clear that every solution u(t) of equation Lu(t) = #Nu(t) satisfies u(t) ~ 0~. 
When u is a nonpositive real number, we know 
QNu=pb+~(1-e~) - (1 -O~ fl(t)~'(t,u)dt-(b+),), 
sopb+~(~-e  u) - (b+A)  < QNu < pb+~(1-e  u) - (b+A)  due to 0_< V(t,u) < 1. At 
the same time, -B  < -B2  < in(~ - ((1 -p )b  + ~)/~) < ln(1 - ((1 - p)b + ~)/~) _< 0, if we 
denote fz(u) A pb + ~(~ - e u) - (b + A), f2(u) & pb +/3(1 - e u) - (b + A), both fl(U) and f2(u) 
strictly decrease with u, so we easily know that QNu > O, u E [-B, l n (¢ -  ((1 -p )b  + A)/~)) and 
QNu < O, u E (ln(1 - ((1 - p)b + A)//3), 0]. When u E 0~2 n KerL  = 0R n ~- ,  u is a constant 
in ~-  with ]u I = B, i.e., u = -B ,  then in this case, QNu ~: O. When u C ~ N Ker L = ~ N ~- ,  
u is a nonpositive real number and u E ( -B ,  0]. From the assumption of Theorem 4.3, i.e., 
pb +/3(1 - e ~) - (1 - ~)( l /T )  fT  D(t)'d(t, u) dt - (b + A) = 0 has only one real root u* lying in the 
interval [ ln (¢-  ((1 -p )b  + A)/~3), ln(1 - ((1 -p )b  + A)//3)], incorporating the fact that QNu > O, 
u E [ -B ,  ln (¢ -  ((1 -p)b+A)/~)) and Qgu < O, u E (ln(t - ( (1  -p)b+A)/~),O], we can deduce 
QNu = O, u E i -B ,  0] has only one real root u*. Further, we can obtain that d(QN~) < O, 
d~ u~u*  
which deduces deg{JQN, ~ N Ker L, 0} = -1  ~ 0. 
By now we have proved that ~ verifies all the requirements of the continuation theorem. Hence 
system (4.5) has at least one T-periodic solution lying in Dom L N ~/, and thus equation (4.4) has 
at least one T-periodic positive solution owing to I(~) --- exp u(t), which implies system (4.1) has 
at least one T-periodic positive solution. This completes the proof. 
5. D ISCUSSION 
We have analyzed the SIS models with vaccination. First, we consider the case of continuous 
vaccination strategy to the susceptible, i.e., system (2.2). The disease-free quilibrium of sys- 
tem (2.2) XDFE = (SDFE, 0, VDFE) is always existent. As for the number of endemic equilibria, it 
is perhaps zero, one, or two. When there exist two endemic equilibria and the basic reproduction 
number R0 < 1, bistability appears; in other words, backward bifurcation appears. In this case, 
because of the absence of a compact absorbing set, we consider a sequence of surface {~k}, which 
minimizes 3 relative to ~-~(¢, D), such that ~ c D, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t E [0, ~]. Based on the conclu- 
sion D+ ]lz]l < -~II zil, we preclude the existence of invariant closed curves. Therefore we obtain 
the global results of system (2.2), that is, when/~ < (1 -p )b  + ~, the disease-free quilibrium is 
the only equilibrium which is globally asymptotically stable; when the basic reproduction umber 
Ro > 1, the solutions of system (2.2) limit to the unique endemic equilibrium as long as I(0) > 0; 
when R0 < 1 and there exist two endemic equilibria, the disease either dies out or tends to a 
constant endemic level depending on initial values. In the case of bistability, to eradicate the 
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disease, it may not be sufficient to reduce the basic reproduction number below one, which must 
be further educed. Considering in practice the vaccination strategy to susceptible individuals is 
often applied every V period, so in Section 3, we consider the impulsive vaccination to the sus- 
ceptible, which provides a more realistic, more natural description. Using the discrete dynamical 
system determined by the stroboscopic map, we obtain the exact periodic infection-free solution 
of the impulsive vaccination system (3.2) and the threshold for the period of pulsing, i.e., Tc, is 
essential for applying vaccination strategy efficiently, and it implies the impulsive vaccination is
easier to be manipulated. Further, we prove the infection-free solution is globally asymptotically 
stable if reproduction umber/~0 < 1. By impulsive bifurcation theory, we prove that there is 
a stable positive periodic solution of impulsive system (3.2), which bifurcates from/~0 = 1, i.e., 
"r = To.  Systems (2.2) and (3.2) are all epidemic models with constant contact rates; however, 
during the transmission of disease, the incidence rate is often changed ue to seasonal variation, 
such as many childhood iseases: measles, chickenpox, and mumps, etc. This motivates us to 
study the effect of seasonal variation in the contact rate in the transmission of infectious disease, 
so in Section 4, we study the SIS model (4.1) with seasonal contact rate/3(t), which is a general 
continuous, bounded, positive, not identically zero, and periodic function. A key parameter is P:0 
defined in (4.2). If/~0 < 1, the disease dies out globally and if ft0 > 1, at least one positive 
periodic solution exists with the help of the continuous theorem based on coincidence degree. 
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